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Abstract

‘Authentic and trustworthy records – and convenient access to them – provides
the fundamental means by which the transparency, accountability and
effectiveness of government... can be accomplished, demonstrated and
measured. Governments keep records as a fundamental basis for conducting
business, serving the public, measuring progress and outcomes and protecting
their own and others’ rights’ 1
At the PARBICA 11 conference in Nadi, Fiji in 2005 PARBICA members called
on the PARBICA Bureau to consider establishing projects to develop basic
templates, guidelines and tools for recordkeeping in Pacific organisations. This
resolution led to PARBICA working with Australian and New Zealand funding
partners to develop the award winning PARBICA Recordkeeping for Good
Governance Toolkit.
The Recordkeeping for Good Governance Toolkit is a series of resources that
promote a common approach to best practice recordkeeping across the Pacific
and in alignment with international best practices. Topics covered in the toolkit
range from model recordkeeping policies and file plans, making and
implementing appraisal decisions through to managing digital records.
The objective of this paper is to show how Pacific countries worked together to
produce usable, highly regarded recordkeeping tools that are meaningful for all
Pacific nations and how these tools are now being used across the Pacific.
The paper will explore the successes, challenges and future direction of the
toolkit. It will be presented by representatives of the lead nations (Australia and
New Zealand) and partner Pacific nations
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